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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study provides a foundation for current and future decisions regarding the cost -
of assuming the CWA Section 404 Program in the State of Alaska. It estimates the -
effort required for Alaska to operate a state-assumed 404 Program and it assigns -
costs based upon established budget protocol and staffing structure for the DEC.
The recommendations are based on a thorough review of all Alaska District -
regulatory program permitting activities from 2005 to 2013, Oregon’s Removal-Fill -
Program permitting data and other operational program data from 2005 to 2012, -
Alaska's experience with the APDES delegation process, and on many years of
operational experience with other state wetland programs, including the New Jersey -
and Michigan state-assumed 404 Programs. For the Alaska District data analysis, -
ORM-2 data supplied by the Alaska District was used to construct a Microsoft Excel -~
workbook that was utilized to filter and sort 6,352 permit records. Based on the .
analysis of this data and an estimate of waters and wetlands that could be assumed
by a state program, the StateofAlaska can assume 75 percent of the 404 permit -
actions issued by the Alaska District. Even if the estimates are incorrect and Alaska -
can assume less than that amount, the Alaska state wetland program would stil -
play an influential role in wetland regulation in Alaska. The reason for the
uncertainty about assumable waters is that there is no definitive guidance available
from the EPA on assumable waters. A range of options were evaluated based on -
different interpretations of the language in CWA Section 404 (g)(1). The analysis -
documented in this study shows that DEC can manage the 404 workload and add ~
value with high customer service oriented programs not currently operated by the
Alaska District for a program cost of approximately $4 million/year. This would -
fund 32 FTE staff and all operating expenditures. It is recommended that Alaska -
follow the Michigan model for the 404 Assumption process. A five-year phasing -
strategy is suggested so the State of Alaska can fine-tune its state wetland program
based upon actual operational experience. It should develop and test its program -
before formally submitting its 404 Assumption application to the EPA. This -
approach has been demonstrated to be the fastest and most certain way to obtain -
EPA program approval.
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~ LIST OF ACRONYMS

_ ACWA ......c...... ASSOCiation of Clean Water Administrators
AlaskaDistrict...... U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District

- APDES................ Alaska Pollution Discharge Elimination System
- ASW...Al2SKa Statewide Wetland Inventory
- ASWM.......c...0... ASSOCIaLION Of State Wetland Managers

CFR w.vvvvvvvsrenen. Code Of Federal Regulations
= CWA. ...cocccunn... CleanWaterAct
- DEC ...rcsccvssnerr Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
- DFG...cccvcursvne. Alaska Department of Fish and Game
- ONR...ooccccesrver Alaska Department of Natural Resources

ECOS.....cc.oonnr.. ENVironMental Counsel of the States
EPA...ccrsvvrsssneens U.S. ENVironmental Protection Agency

- EPM ocr... ENVIFONMEntal Program Manager
- EPS...orverennnn. ENViFONMental Protection Specialist

FTE vvrsvvverenee. Full-Time Equivalent
- Finns.Fiscal Year
~ Iori In-Lieu Fee
- IRT....cosvrrrr.oer. Interagency Review Team

JO covesvvvsssnens Jurisdiction Determination
- LOP..v.orsvvvrsrnee,Letter OF Permission
a MOA..rssvvsrevvvr. Memorandum of Agreement
- NACEPT ............ National Advisory Council for Environmental Policy and Technology
~ NEPA............... National Environmental Policy Act

NIDEP ......oc.......New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
- NPDES .............. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

- NWP cco. Nationwide Permit
OAR...vrsvvreee..OrEGON Administrative Rules
ORM-2......occ.o.... Operations and Maintenance Business Information Link Regulatory Mode

- ORS...........unrn. Oregon Revised Statutes
- ORWAP............... Oregon Rapid Wetland Assessment Protocol

PGP ovr.PrOGTAMMatic General Permit
~ RGP ...orsvvrvrvee. REGIONE General Permit

RSA ocr... ReIMbursable Service Agreement
= SB.vvvrrvvsnssnenn, SeNELE Bill
- SP rovers. SAND Permit
~ SPGP....0..sr0s100.State Programmatic General Permit

USACE w..vvvvrsvnen U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
USFWS................ U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

- WFAM .............. Washington State Function Assessment Protocol
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- 1.0 INTRODUCTION

_ Developing a projected budget for a new state wetland program that meets the
standards (40 CFR Part 233—404 State Program Regulations) set forth by EPA for

- assuming the 404 Program requires a clear definition of the scope of the program.
- There are two federal 404 regulatory programs in the Pacific Ocean Division of the
- USACE: the Honolulu District and the Alaska District. The Alaska District

encompasses only Alaska making it an excellent candidate for predicting permit
- workload. A wetland program in the State of Alaska would have exactly the same
- borders and the same physical environment and would encounter the same types
- and numbers of projects.

- The Alaska District data has limits, however, since it pertains primarily to numbers.
> and types of permits issued. Information on other key program areas such as
- compensatory mitigation, jurisdictional determinations, compliance monitoring and
_ enforcement is either incomplete or was not available for this study. To fil in these

gaps, Oregon's Removal-Fill program was used as a surrogate to equate state
- permit numbers processed with the amount of effort that would be required to
- perform these other key work elements. Oregon's program was chosen for three
; reasons: 1) EPA Region 10 considers it to be the equivalent of the 404 Program

and has suggested to Alaska that it should look to Oregon as a model; 2) on
- average, from 2005-2012, the State of Alaska's projected 404 assumable permit
- workload and the Oregon permit workload were nearly identical (see Section 2.1);
- and 3) the consultants who prepared this study are experts on the Oregon
- program.”

- 1.1 404 Assumption Standards versus USACE Regulatory Program Standards
When using the Alaska District regulatory program as a model for the Alaska state

- wetland program, it is Important to keep in mind that each program is held to
- different standards. While similar work wil be required of the State of Alaska, the
_ focus and effort expended on CWA programs at the state-level will be substantially

different. Based on Alaska’s experience in the APDES delegation process that
: culminated in 2012, it is expected that EPA will provide considerably more
- oversight.

- EPA must approve state 404 Program applications and it will monitor state program
performance over time. Ultimately, EPA may revoke its approval of a state 404

if Program (pursuant to 40 CFR Part 233 Subpart F—Federal Oversight in EPA's 404.

- * Marsh MO Wetland Consultants, experts in sate and federat wetland reguiory programs and Oregon Wetand‘Consultant, oxpers in quantitative dota analy.- On May 1, 2008, th State of Aska submitted 3 in! application to th U.S. Environmental Protection Agency(EPR) for aidhorty o permit wasiewate discharges in Abe, and on Octobe 31, 008, EFA 3pproved the- application. DEC assumed full auorky to Smite the waskowater and charge parting and complianceFregrom for Akaka on October 31, 2042.
Temmbersizom hm- Cost Anaiysis for Operating aStateAssumed 404 ProgramAlissa Department of Environments Conservation



State Program Regulations). On the other hand its influence over the federal 404
Program administered by the USACE is limited to certain prescribed roles and .
responsibilities. EPA cannot remove 404 Program authority from the USACE, either -
at the headquarters or district levels. A summaryofagency roles and
responsibilities for the USACE and EPA ina federally run 404 Program is provided ~
below. -

USACE Responsibilities -
« Administers day-to-day program, including individual and general permit -
decisions. -

+ Conducts or verifies jurisdictional determinations -
«Develops policy and guidance -
+ Enforces Section 404 provisions -

EPA Responsibilities M
«Develops and interprets policy, guidance and environmental criteria used in -

evaluating permit applications -
+ Determines scope of geographic jurisdiction and applicability of exemptions -
«Approves and oversees State and Tribal assumption -
«Reviews and comments on individual permit applications -
+ Has authority to prohibit, deny, or restrict the use of any defined area as a -

disposal site (Section 404(c)) -
«Can elevate specific cases (Section 404(q)) -
+ Enforces Section 404 provisions -

An example of how these different standards will affect a state-run 404 Program is
In the area of compensatory mitigation requirements. Based on the Alaska District )
permitting data, it appears that the District has been slow to implement the 2008
Mitigation Rule, as evidenced in the Alaska District permit data.Of the 456 NWP -
18 authorizations issued from 2005 to 2013, there were only four occurrences of
compensatory mitigation documented. For all documented impacts, only 0.13 acre
of in-lieu fee credits was recorded. It is anticipated that at the time the State of
Alaska submits its applicationfor 404 assumption, its program will need to be
aligned more closely with the national policy set forth in the 2008 Mitigation Rule.

State 404 permit conditions must address compensatory mitigation for those
impacts to wetlands that cannot be further avoided or minimized. This effort will
include not just evaluating mitigation options and requiring mitigation, but also
monitoring mitigation compliance and documenting the required type and amount
of compensatory mitigation for each authorization issued. The State of Alaska
could even take it one step further and document gains and losses associated with

40 CFR 230—Compensatory Mitigation for Losses ofAquatic Resources; Final Rule
EE =x
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- wetland resources. This data can be used to monitor the effectiveness of the State
- of Alaska's mitigation strategy based upon program goals.

2.0 STUDY APPROACH

= 21 Data Analysis

~ An In-depth analysis was conducted on an eight year span (2005 to 2013) of the
Alaska District regulatory permitting workload. The conclusions reached from

- reviewing the data are summarized within this report. The full data set is available
- in the Microsoft Excel 404 Assumption Data Master Workbook submitted to the.
- State of Alaska. This permit workload was compared to Oregon's Removal-Fill

Program Regulatory workload to determine the potential number of DEC FTE staff
- needed at the state level to perform similar work in Alaska. A sorted and filtered
- data set for multiple Oregon program areas was available for a seven year span
. (2005 to 2012), one year less than the Alaska District data set (see Appendix A).

Oregon's permit numbers were up slightly in FY 2013 (321 compared to 215 in
- 2012), but these results do not significantly change the workload estimates
- contained In this study.

_ The predicted yearly average of 404 assumable permits for the State of Alaska was
determined to be 458, which excludes the additional 14 percent of permits that

- could not be identified due to unknown permit authority. As a conservative
- estimate of permitting workload, the 458 permits were increased by 14 percent to
: 522 permits per year. This compares to an average of 500 permits per year for the

Oregon Removal-Fill Program. Since the average of the projected 404 assumable
workload and the Oregon program are nearly identical, Oregon's program is

- considered to be a valid surrogate.

22 Alaska District Staffing Analysis

2 1t was determined that the Alaska District staff includes 45 regulatory program
_ managers and technical staff, 2nd five administrative staff, totaling 50 FTE based

on the Alaska District's Regulatory Division Organization Chart as of July 2014 (see
Appendix B). Information obtained from Mike Holly, Chiefof the North Section

- Regulatory Division, via e-mail on October 1, 2014, indicated that the total Alaska
_ District annual regulatory program budgets for FY 13 and 14 are $7,980,461.68 and

$7,914,301.00, respectively, or about $8 million/year.

- This study concluded that the State of Alaska should not base its 404 Program on
- the Alaska District staff structure, numbers or budget for several reasons: federal
} staffing structure and salary ranges are substantially different from DEC staffing

structures and salary ranges; Alaska state programs operate at lower overall
5 program costs levels than federal programs; and there were data gaps in the
- Alaska District's workload so the need for 50 FTE could not be verified.

Tmmen hl~ Cost Analysis or OperatingaStateAssumed 404 ProgramAlas Department of Environmental Conservation



2.3 Oregon Removal-Fill Program Staffing Analysis

As discussed in Section 2.1, the Oregon Removal-Fill Program permit workload is
comparable to the Alaska District's 404 permit workload. Oregon's program is well -
defined and scoped in Oregon's statutes and rules (ORS Chapters 196.600-692, -
196.795-990, 390.835 and OAR Divisions 85, 86, 89, 90, 93, 100, 102 and 120), -
Sot is a known commodity. Oregon workload data was available for wetland
determinations and delineations and enforcement, so this data was used to fill in -
the gaps in the Alaska District data. -

The amount of work required for the State of Alaska to operate ts compensatory -
mitigation and monitoring program, conduct jurisdictional determination and
delineation review, and operate a compliance monitoring and enforcement program, -
was assumed to be approximately the same as in Oregon's program, but not -
identical. Organizational structure, responsibilities and staffing in Oregon's
program varied from 2005-2012, but 24 technical staff and managers and four
Support staff is considered representative for the period. -

For the State of Alaska we are recommending 32 technical and administrative staff -
with a slightly diferent staffing structure than Oregon. The proposal is discussed in
detail in Section 5.2. The State of Alaska's 404 Program should not be structured
exactly like the Oregon program because: -

+ We do not know how much actual work In the task-specific program areas -
will be required in Alaska, because the USACE either does not have data in -
those areas or it is incomplete and the State of Alaska’s program will be _
unique.

«Alaska’s land area is nearly six times larger than Oregon's, and the workload ©
in Alaska is spread out widely. -

«Oregon's program is mature (in existence since 1967) and refined, whereas
Alaska’s program will be new and at least at first, untested. -

+ Alaska has a small population so it will need to hire and train new college
graduates and promote from within to maintain a talented staffing pool for _
the long run; this means Alaska will always need to maintain a small pool of
entry-level professional staff.

2.4 Additional State of Alaska Programs that Would Add Value

Based on Oregon's experience, an Alaska state program should be able to achieve a
large benefit for Alaskans, with a relatively small number of staff compared to the
Alaska District. It will be working smarter, harder and leaner. Working smarter
means focusing on programs that will have the largest benefit for Alaskans.
Working harder means the state would have a master strategy for managing state
compensatory wetland mitigation programs and other programs. Here are the
three programs not currently offered by the Alaska District that the State of Alaska

Demberst om Pees
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- could administer to add value:
~ 1) ASWI to better manage wetland resources and inform development.
- proposals;
- 2) Wetland Planning Program to provide outreach and assistance to local
- government so they can better manage wetland resources at the local
” level and better inform project applicantsat an earlier stage in the
_ development process; and
- 3) Liaison with the Governor's Office and other state agencies to

participate in regional economic solutions to streamline the permitting
- process without compromising resource protection.
- Another unique aspect of how Alaska may choose to run its program is by
> developing Reimbursable Service Agreements with other state natural resource
- agencies (e.g. DNR and DFG). RSA's with other state natural resources agencies
_ will strengthen and diversify Alaska’s program.

il 3.0 404 PROGRAM WORKLOAD ANALYSIS: METHODS

. In June 2014, DEC obtained from the Alaska District, ORM-2 permitting data that
- had been exported into Microsoft Excel. The data contained authorization records

from 2005 through 2014. The metadata that was used to decipher the ORM-2
~ permit data is provided in Appendix C.

) 3.1 Initial Alaska District Permit Data Transfer

The first step in the permit workioad analysis was to filter and transfer the ORM-2
_ permit data into the 404 Assumption Workload Data Master Workbook for analysis.

Only those permits with an end date (issue date) between 2005 and 2013 were
- included. The following filters were used to complete the initial data transfer:
: + Permit Authority - entries Identified as Section 404 and Section 10/404 were
- selected. Entries where the permit authority was identified as Historical
- Undetermined or None, or where there was no permit authority identified,

were used if the Impact Type was identified as a Section 404 activity.
- Remaining unidentified permit authorities were not utilized in calculating
- workload.” Entries where the permit authority was identified as Section 10
} were transferred into one worksheet labeled Section 10 Permits but were not

used in the workload analysis.
- + Action Type: all LOP, RGP, PGP, NWP, and SP entries were filtered
- separately. LOP, RGP, PGP, and SP data was transferred to separate
- worksheets labeled accordingly. NWP entries were filtered based on the

permit names identified and were transferred to separate worksheets as
- follows:

- “This criterion was set o that review time in workdays coud be accurately measured fm the beginning to theend of a porcuar action
Teme Fas- Cost Anyi for Operatinga Stat-Assume 404 Program
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© Individual NWP - ORM-2 data was filtered by individual permit number
and transferred to a new worksheet labeled with the NWP number B
(ie, NWP 1, NWP 29, etc.).

o Multiple NWPs - ORM-2 data with at least two NWP numbers identified
were transferred as one set onto a worksheet labeled NWP Multi. -

© No NWP - ORM-2 data where no permit number was identified were -
transferred as one set onto a worksheet labeled NWP UniD -
(unidentified). .

Once all of the data was transferred to the new workbook, all duplicate entries were -
deleted. A single permit could have as many as three entries (Action, Impact, and
Mitigation). If the entries occurred on different cates, all entries were kept. If the
entries identified the same start and end dates, then duplicates were erased -
according to the following protocol: -

«Permits with Action and Impact entries: The Action line was deleted. For the -
most part, no additional data was contained on the Action line. If there was -
additional data, it was transferred to the Impact line prior to deletion.

«Permits with Action and Mitigation entries: The Action line was deleted. For -
the most part, no additional data was contained on the Action line. If there =
was additional data, it was transferred to the Mitigation line prior to deletion. -

«Permits with Action, Impact and Mitigation entries: The Action and Mitigation -
lines were deleted. For the most part, no additional data was contained on _
the Action line. If there was additional data, it was transferred to the Impact
line prior to deletion. All additional data on the Mitigation line was -
transferred to the Impact line prior to deletion. -

The resulting 404 Assumption Data Master Workbook database contains 49 -
worksheets, indexed with tabs, in this order: LOP, RGP, NWP Multi, NWP 1-52, SP, =
Section 10 Permits. These spreadsheets incorporate, refine, sort and classify the
original ORM-2 data. Also included in the workbook are eleven additional -
worksheets used to analyze and document the results of the data analysis. -

32 Alaska District Permit Workload Data Setup -

Once the duplicate data was removed, each worksheet was set up so the columns .
with the more pertinent data were on the left side of the worksheet and the
extraneous information on the right. Then the following columns were added to
each worksheet to help analyze and interpret the data. r

«Review Time (workdays) - This column was added to provide information on
the number of workdays that transpired between the date the permit
application was deemed complete and the date the permit was issued.

+ Marine or Freshwater - This column was added to categorize each permit -
entry as having impacts to either fresh or marine/coastal waters. The
determination was based on the following progression.

© Waterway - If the identified waterway was a typical marine/coastal
Tm hwsCost Analysts for Operating a Sate-Assumed 404 Program
Ainska Deparment of Environmental Conservation



- waterway (i.e., cove, harbor, passage, inlet, etc.), the permit was
- assigned to the Marine category. If a waterway was identified and the
= waterway wasa river, unnamed creek or tributary, or wetland, the
C permit was assigned to the Freshwater category.
- © Cowardin Classification’ - If the Cowardin classification was identified

as marine, estuarine, or riverine/tidal, the permit was assigned to the
- Marine category (see Appendix D, Cowardin Wetland Classification
- System).
- © Project Name/Project Description - If the project name or description

identified a typical marine/coastal waterway, the permit was assigned
- to the Marine category. If the project description identified impacts
- below a standard tidal datum (i.e., high tide line, mean higher-high
} water, etc.), the permit was assigned to the Marine category. If the

project name or description identified a river, unnamed creek or
- tributary, or wetland, the permit was assigned to the Freshwater
w category.
- © Unidentified ~ Permits with no descriptors in any of the above columns
_ were identified as "Unknown".
- + Section 10 Water - This column was added to categorize each permit entry

as having impacts to waters currently identified on the Alaska District Section
10 Lakes or Section 10 Rivers Inventories.

- © Ifa listed Section 10 waterway was identified in the waterway column,
. the project description column, or the project name column, a "Yes"
} was inserted for that permit entry.

© If the waterway identified within those columns was not a listed
- Section 10 water, a "No" was inserted for that permit entry.
- o If the name of the waterway could not be identified in any of the
. columns, "Unknown" was inserted for that permit entry.
- + Transports Commerce - This column was added to categorize each permit
- entry as having impacts to waters presently utilized to transport interstate or

foreign commerce.
~ © Ifa typical marine/coastal waterway was identified In the waterway,

project name, or project description columns, a "Yes" was inserted for
- that permit entry.
- © Ifa river, unnamed creek or tributary, or wetland was identified in
- those columns, a "No" was inserted for that permit entry.
- © If the waterway was one of the four rivers Identified as a regular small
- barge route by the Alaska District, a "Yes" was inserted for that permit

entry.

- * (Camarin et i. 1979) 1s comprehensive classification syst of wetiends and doepnter habs and was~ developedfo the .5. Fah ond Widife Service, Under this system, wetlands are of wo 5asic types: coastal (asc- Kno 3 Ul o estuine wetlands) nd ian (450 ows nonLa, reste, or bein HeLanS)
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© If the waterway could not be identified in any of the above columns,
“Unknown” was inserted for that permit entry. -

+ Adjacent Wetland ~ This column was added to categorize each permit entry -
as having wetland impacts.

© If the Cowardin classification was identified as Palustrine (i.e., PEM, ~
PFO, PSS, etc.) or Estuarine emergent (E2EM), a "Yes" was inserted
for that permit entry. -

© If the waterway was identified as a wetland, or If wetiand impacts ~
were identified under the project description, a "Yes" was inserted for -
that permit entry.

© If the Cowardin classification was identified as Riverine,
Upland/Riparian, Marine, or Estuarine (other than E2EM) (i.e., not -
wetland), the column was left blank for that permit entry -

© If entries could not be identified based on the above filters, the -
Adjacent Wetland column was left blank. -

«Alaska District Office - This column was added to categorize each permit a
entry geographically based on current Alaska District office locations. Each
permit was assigned to an Alaska District field office or District office. -
Assignments were based on the Borough identified on the permit line, and -
were distributed as follows according to Alaska District territory assignments: ~

«Juneau Field Office: Haines, Skagway-Hoonah-Angoon, Juneau -
«Sitka Field Office: Sitka -
+ Anchorage Field Office: Matanuska-Susitna, Anchorage >
+ Fairbanks Field Office: Fairbanks Northstar -
«Kenai Field Office: Kenai Peninsula -
«District North Branch: Denali, Nome, North Slope, Northwest Artic, >

Southeast Fairbanks, Wade Hampton ~
«District South Branch: Aleutians East, Aleutians West, Bethel, Bristol -

Bay, Dillingham, Ketchikan Gateway, Kodiak Island, Lake and
Peninsula, Prince of Wales-Outer Ketchikan, Valdez-Cordova, Wrangell- =
Petersburg, Yakutat, Yukon-Koyukuk

3.3 Oregon Removal-Fill Program Data Analysis

To supplement the ORM-2 data set, other aspects of the Alaska District's workload
were considered using the Oregon program to fil in the gaps, as described in the
following subsections.

3.3.1 Jurisdictional Determinations and Delineations _

‘The number of Alaska District JD's was reported for FY 11, 12 and 13, but no
information was available on how the Alaska District performs this work. There are

Tmmenom FsCost Analysis for Operating Sate-Assumed 404 Program -Kika Department of Envrormental Conservation



different types of J's that are more or less complex. A JD can be a relatively
- simple determination of whether jurisdictional waters are present or absent, or it
- can be a very labor intensive boundary delineation. The Alaska District data most
S likely represents the less labor intensive JD, which may have been performed either

off-site in the office, or on-site based on data collected in the field.® Reviewing
- applicant-submitted wetland delineation reports is more labor intensive than this
- type of ID.

_ The calculated average number of AlaskaDistrict JD's reported for FY 11, 12 and 13
was 919 per year (see Appendix E, Alaska District Information Request Table). The

> calculated average number of Oregon JD's from 2005 to 2012 was 592 per year
- (see Appendix F, Oregon Wetland Program Delineations and Determinations). The
. Oregon numbers combine wetland determinations and delineations, so the Alaska

District and the Oregon numbers are not directly comparable.

- Oregon's JD numbers fluctuated widely during this period, from a peak of 760 in the
2005, to a low of 387 in 2012. The reduction In JD's Is also reflected in Oregon's
permit numbers; most likely the result of the great economic recession of 2007-

- 2008. Even though these numbers are lower than those of the Alaska District,
- Oregon's review of applicant submitted wetland delineations comprised a
- substantial portion of the total workload. While the numbersof JD's reviewed in
- Oregon has decreased, some wetland practitioners believe that the regional

supplements to the USACE wetland delineation manual Increased the complexity
- and length of time needed to perform the work. This was the tradeoff for
- Improving the science behind the work. Oregon ses four Jurisdictional

iy Coordinators and one Jurisdictional Specialist to manage the existing workload.
The same number and type of positions are recommended for Alaska. It is further

- recommended that at least one of the two Mitigation Specialists and a Wetland
~ Planner be qualified to perform this work and back-up the jurisdictional team in
- times of heavy workload.

- 3.3.2 Compliance Monitoring and Enforcement
_ According to DEC staff familiar with the Alaska District, they conduct limited

enforcement actions themselves but instead rely on EPA.’ EPA Region 10 has no
- dedicated enforcement staff in Alaska and has one enforcement coordinatorin EPA
- Region 10 headquarters. EPA has three to four technical staff (some are part time)
_ who work in Alaska on a range of issues related to the 404 Program. These issues

include regulatory, jurisdiction, National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Review
- (wetlands/404 aspects only), permit review, water quality certifications (for work
- on reservation lands), compensatory mitigation (e.g., serving on Interagency

Review Teams) and enforcement.

> Ben ite, DEC, personal communication December 15, 2016- 7San Whi, OEC, Personal communicationJ 2014.
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EPA uses the same staffing structure in Oregon but only has two staff in Portiand. -
The Oregon Removal-Fill Program conducts most of the enforcement activity in the p
state (see Appendix G, Oregon Removal-Fill Violations). From 2005 to 2012, new -
complaints opened ranged from 429 to 156 per year. Confirmed violations ranged
from 136 to 70 per year. -

It makes sense for Oregon to take the lead versus the USACE or EPA because the =
state has administrative tools that make taking effective enforcement actions
simpler and less time consuming than the federal process. For example, Oregon -
can issue cease and desist orders, assess civil penalties up to $10,000, issue -~
enforcement orders, and enter into consent agreements (Appendix H, Civil Penalties .
Collected for Removal-Fill Violations). Oregon uses its Aquatic Resource ~
Coordinators to review permit applications and carry out enforcement activities
Normally the permit workload takes up most of their time (about 60 percent). For -
the purpose of estimating cost to the Alaska program for enforcement activities we ~
used this model and broke out permitting and enforcement effort by percentages. -

Under the proposed staffing structure, Alaska would use thirteen Project Managers -
to conduct permitting and enforcement (Oregon has eleven). Oregon does not -
have a dedicated enforcement unit. Based on Oregon's model, the Alaska Project -
Managers would probably spend about 25 to 30 percent of their time on _
enforcement. The personal services cost for 30 percent of nine EPS III-level staff
and 30 percent of four EPS II-level staff is approximately $503,000 yearly. -

DEC will need to fill the enforcement void in Alaska by allocating staff time for an ~
organized, effective enforcement program, both for unauthorized activities and
permit non-compliance. Since EPA normally limits its enforcement role to ~
unauthorized activities, and usually just takes the most egregious violations, EPA -
will never be able to replace a state-run enforcement program. Alaska’s A
enforcement responsibilities could be assigned to the permitting project managers,
2 separate 404 Program dedicated enforcement program could be established, or -
the 404 Program enforcement function could be merged with the DEC Division of -
Water Compliance Program. -

Another aspect of enforcement is compliance monitoring. The purpose of -
compliance monitoring is to check to see if a representative sample of the projects :
that were approved were the projects that were actually built. Compliance -
monitoring needs to be conducted routinely to measure program effectiveness and
act as a deterrent to permittees either not reading, not understanding or ignoring
the terms and conditions in their permits, and to discourage the submission of
incomplete, poorly prepared and inaccurate as-built drawings. The work necessary
for compliance monitoring is included In the work needed for enforcement. -

Tmmbesiaon mel
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- 3.3.3 Compensatory Mitigation Monitoring
~ DEC was unable to obtain any data from the Alaska District on mitigation

monitoring. Permittee responsible mitigation (mitigation undertaken and actually
- constructed by the permittee) monitoring is usually required for up to five years
- after the project is authorized and the same may be required for mitigation banks
- an payment in-lieu mitigation sites. It is commonformitigation sites to fall out of

compliance with the original performance standards set forth in the permit
- conditions. Monitoring requires that agency staff review permittee-submitted
- mitigation monitoring reports, make site visits and, possibly, open and pursue
- enforcement cases.

Experience with Oregon's program is that its Aquatic Resource Coordinators spend
~ about 10 percent of their time reviewing monitoring reports and making site visits
- to mitigation sites. The personal services cost for 10 percent of nine EPS III-level
- staff and 10 percent of four EPS II-level staff is approximately $168,000 yearly.

Mitigation site compliance monitoring will also require time from the Mitigation
- Specialists, estimated to be about 20 percent of two EPS IV-level staff at
- approximately $42,000 annually.

3.3.4 Mitigation Banks and In-Lieu Fee Programs
- Currently the Alaska District chairs the IRT. This means it must review proposed

mitigation bank prospectuses and monitor mitigation bank sites. A complete
: prospectus contains a substantial amount of information pertaining to bank
- objectives, ecological suitability of the site and other factors. It provides an
- overview of the proposed mitigation bank or in-lieu fee program and is the basis for
_ public and IRT initial comment. For a proposed in-lieu fee program, the prospectus

must also include the compensation planning framework and a description of the in-
- lieu fee program account.

- 1f DEC takes the leadership role in shaping compensatory mitigation policy in the
State of Alaska and chairs the Interagency Review Team (IRT), it would need at

- least two Mitigation Specialists to cover not just the IRT but also the full range of
- other mitigation activities, including application review and technical assistance to
- staff and applicants. The personal services cost for two EPS IV-level staff is
_ approximately $208,000 annually.

- 34 Defining Assumable Waters

Once the State of Alaska assumes the 404 Program, it can issue state 404 permits,
- but only in assumable waters. The first question that arose in the workload
- analysis is what portion of the Alaska District's workload would be assumable? This
- posed a dilemma because at the time of this writing, no determination by the State

of Alaska and the Alaska District had been made regarding which waters in Alaska
- are assumable and which are not.
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States are actively seeking clarity about which waters are assumable.® EPA
announced in November 2014 that it plans to establish a subcommittee under the -
NACEPT to help EPA provide clarification on assumable waters under the CWA
Section 404(g). The schedule for these deliberations is unknown at this time, but a -
national dialogue of this kind is likely to take a full year or possibly longer. -

For the purposes of this study, conservative assumptions were made based on one -
possible interpretation of the language within 404(g), with three likely scenarios
identified by DEC staff. The three scenarios are summarized below. See Appendix -
J for the DEC Draft Assumable Waters Matrix from September 26, 2014. -

+ Option 1 - The State of Alaska assumes permit authority over Section 404 -
activities within freshwater resources that are not used to transport -
interstate and foreign commerce and all wetlands adjacent to those
resources, wetlands adjacent to waters presently used to transport interstate -
or foreign commerce, and marine or “coastal” waters not used to transport -
interstate or foreign commerce. -

«Option 2 - The State of Alaska assumes permit authority over Section 404 -
activities within freshwater resources that are not used to transport
interstate and foreign commerce and all wetlands adjacent to those =
resources, and marine or “coastal” waters not used to transport interstate or >
foreign commerce. _

+ Option 3 - The State of Alaska assumes permit authority over Section 404 ~
activities within freshwater resources that are not used to transport
interstate and foreign commerce and all wetlands adjacent to those -

resources. -

4.0 PERMIT WORKLOAD ANALYSIS: RESULTS =

During the analysis, it was determined that although the policy interpretations of -
CWA Section 404(g) are quite different among the three options assessed for this .
study, in reality there is very little numerical difference between assumable and
non-assumable permits, as discussed below in Section 4.1. It has been predicted -
that the State of Alaska could assume 75 percent of the 404-permitted actions.
Even if that tums out not to be case and the StateofAlaska assumes less than that
amount, the state program would still have substantial influence over wetland
regulatory policy in Alaska.

41 Number and TypesofAlaska District Permits

Based on the 404 Assumption Data Master Workbook (submitted separately in
Microsoft Excel), a total of 6,352 permits were issued by the Alaska District from
2005 to 2013, with an average yearly total of 794 permits (see Appendix K, Permits

* Letterfrom ECOS, ACWA and ASWH to Nency K. Stoner, Assistant Administrator for ier, EPA dated April 30, .2014; Letter from Kenneth J. Kop, Deputy Asta AdmInatatr, EPA to Jeanne Christ, Execute Director
ated November 13, 2014 (see Append D.
December 31, 2017 wn
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by Year Tables). Matrices were developed to capture the assumable permitting
= activity under Options 1, 2 and 3 (see Appendix L, Assumable Permit Matrices
- 2005-2013). Based on the results of this analysis, the State of Alaska can assume
/ between 74 and 76 percent of all identified’ Section 404 and Section 10/404"

permits, as indicated in Table 1 below.
- Table 1. Average Yearly Number of Assumable Permits under Option 2

: [atowidepernts 1 a0[=|
- [Genertpermes1we
- [oomouepermes 1 5Tw|

ww]
- ‘The percentage of assumable permits decreases slightly for Option 3 because
- marine or "coastal waters” not used for transport of Interstate or foreign commerce
- are not assumable under this option. This category of waters accounts for a yearly

average total of 10 permits or 92 permits from 2005 to 2013. There is no
- difference in the percentage of assumable permits in Options 1 and 2. The only
d difference between Option 1 and Option 2 is the number of assumable permits with
- wetland impacts, which is slightly higher in Option 1 (yearly average total increase
y of 13 permits or 121 permits from 2005 to 2013).

- Due to the small numeric difference between the options, Option 2 was chosen as
- the focus for the body of this report. A summary of the results for Option 2 in the
" assumable matrix tables is provided in Tables 2 and 3.

- Table 2. Percent of Assumable Permits by Option

_ The permitting authority for 869 permit actions could not be identified. As a result, those permits
were not included in the data analysis.

- 9 Only the project element subject to Section 404 authority would be assumable. To authorize the
entire project a5 a whole under both Section 404 and Section 10 authorities, th state would need to

- develop a companion State Programmatic General Permit (SPGP) or SPGPs that would cover the
_ desired range of Section 10 activities.

Temenn mms- Cost Analysis for Operatinga State Assumed 404 Program
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Table 3. Assumable Permits with Wetland Impacts under Option 2

[rotoseparmes 1 wer -Genera Permits a 3
Standard Permits [—» T«1 -
[mma | ]

‘The significance of the percentage of permits that involve wetland impacts is that hi
wetland impacts can substantially increase the time, complexity and cost of the
permit review process. The data show that out of total of 449 assumable permits
per year, on average 193 of those, or 43 percent, will involve wetland delineation ~
and compensatory wetland mitigation. This is a substantial proportion of the total I"
workload, not just numerically, but in terms of the level of effort and expertise Rh
required.” Many state and federal regulatory programs have teams of specialized
staff who just review wetland delineations or evaluate compensatory mitigation ~
options. Although many generalists attempt this work they usually never gain -
proficiency because they do not perform the work frequently enough. It takes both a
on the ground and scientific knowledge of the flora, soils, hydrology and climate,
and extensive field work to maintain the level of skill required. ~

The type of permit also can dramatically affect workload. Usually NWP's and GP's -
are the simplest and quickest to process. The purpose of a NWP or GP is to provide
a streamlined process for projects with predictable and low-level, low-risk impacts. ~
Before the USACE issues GP's, either at the national level or at the district level, it ~
ensures that the eligibility criteria are well defined and the eligible projects are s
limited in scope. ~

When projects do not qualify for a GP or NWP, an SP is issued. Projects requiring -
an SP are evaluated on a case-by-case basis. They are normally the most
complicated and time consuming applications to review. As Tables 2 and 3 show,
Standard Permits make up a small percentage (12 percent) of the assumable
workload numerically under Option 2, but most (68 percent) of those are likely to d
involve wetland impacts. For this reason, SP's will represent a disproportionately -
large share of the workload. R

4.2 Location of Permitting Activity a

‘The data show a large amount of permitting activity spread over a wide area of
Alaska. Heavier permit activity occurs throughout the south central, interior and far
north regions. The next area with substantial permit activity is the southeast, ~
which is accessible only by air or marine ferry routes. To cover this vast territory ~
the Alaska District has offices in Fairbanks, Anchorage, Kenai, Juneau and Sitka. -

Tenn hm
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- A logistical consideration in operating a regulatory program is how to deploy the
- correct number of staff to cover the project activity at hand. If assigned staff are
- located near to their work, less staff time is spent traveling from one location to
- another, and, customer service improves because staff are more likely to make site

Visits and meet with applicants in person.

- To identify the greatest concentrations of workload, the boroughs were ranked from
the highest to the lowest in Table 4 on the following page. This is intended to give
a general indication of the geographical distribution of workioad. Limitations of

- Table 4 are that the data is not sorted by permit type, wetland or non-wetiand
- impact, and assumable vs. non-assumable. While future project location patterns
" may change, they are unlikely to change very much based on eight years of data.
_ For a more focused look at workload trends, Appendix M, Workload by Location,

containsa large table that sorts workload by type of permit, by borough, and by
= Alaska District office locations. A map of Alaska's boroughs and census areas as of
~ 1990 is provided in Appendix N.

It is recommended that the State of Alaska establish 404 Program offices in at least
- Juneau, Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Kenai if possible and explore co-location with
- other state natural resource agencies. State programs with wide-reaching
- responsibility, such as other water quality programs, natural resources and land

management programs, transportation and fish and wildlife agencies, typically have
- regional offices throughout a state. Some of those regional offices are co-located
- with headquarters offices. Co-location reduces indirect (overhead) costs for such
= essentials as office space and vehicles. State natural resource programs are
_ frequently integrated in this way, giving states the advantage of providing better

one-stop-shopping types of services than the federal government. This level of
- service is now expected by many state citizens and is one key factor that sets
- states apart from the federal government.

Deamonom Fm
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- 5.0 PROPOSED 404 PROGRAM STRUCTURE

- 5.1 Alaska District 404 Program Structure vs. APDES Program
- The Alaska District has nine supervisory manager positions, including one program-S dedicated GS-15 that heads up the program’! and two high-level GS-14 managers.~ To put this in perspective, the Portland and Seattle District regulatory programs are” each run by GS-14 level managers. Under the Alaska District model, a DEC DeputyDirector would run the 404 Program; but the APDES program is about the same.- size and is run by an EPM III (see Tables 5 and 6). This is one aspect of the Alaska
- District program that results in increased operational costs compared to a DEC-run- 404 program.
- Table 5. Alaska District Staff Structure asof July 2014

- fess 0TToepuorecor |
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- Table 6. Alaska District Administrative Staff

- fos 1TT
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LL ——— a
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- 1 General Service eves i th federal civil service are determined based on general an specialized knowiedge andexperence-vey smiar to state cv service posions- 65-4 and GSS interns not includedy Assumed t be subject matter experts/specilsts
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52 Proposed DEC 404 Program Structure

The proposed DEC 404 Program structure is based on the Oregon Removal-Fill -
Program (see Table 7). The removal-fill program is also supported by two ~
administrative assistants and one data entry specialist, but currently these positions
are part of an agency-wide support unit. Under the proposed staffing structure for K,
DEC, one EPM 111 would head the program and there would be four EPM IIs and one.
EPM I (non-supervisory) as direct reports (see Table 8 on the following page). Four
dedicated support staff are recommended for the DEC staffing plan because -
wetland programs are very heavy on processing, data entry, template production -
and other support functions (see Table 9 on the following page). i

Table 7. State of Oregon Removal-Fill Program Technical Staff'* -

Assistant ~
Director 1 1 by
Western Ops ) ~
Manager
Fanning -
& poly h
Manager

Senior pay
Analyst ~
Witgation -

Specialist -
ursdictonalfs [eT Te[wee] -
Permitting & -
Enforcement
Jurisdictional
Coordinator

The Removal Fil program ws reorganize several ties from 2005-2012. The organization resented heres a
hybrid but representative of past and present safing.
TE
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- Table 8. Proposed DEC 404 Regulatory Program Technical Staff

: Program
- Manager
- Operations

Managers
- Poly

“ Senior Poey
Analyst

- urisdictional
= Specialist

o Permiting&ome][1 To [Jen]Jurisdictional
Coordinator

- [ om[ele[elloooa] |
- Table 9. Proposed DEC 404 Regulatory Program Support Staff

- [me———— + —
- [Admin Asses | [Ts: ICI IE NCR
- The proposed DEC management structure assumes that the four EPM Ils and the_ one EPM I are working managers with a high level of technical expertise in one or

more areas, bringing the total number of working managers/technical specialists toeight (five managers, two EPS IV Mitigation Specialists and one EPS IV- Jurisdictional Specialist).

- On the support services side, a Paralegal is recommended since many legal tasks in¥ state regulatory programs are well defined and routine. A Paralegal can reviewstandard legal documents, including protective instruments for mitigation sites such
Tempero (py- Cost Analysis for Operating a State-Assumed 404 ProgramAlaska DepartmentofEnvronments Conservation



as bonds and other financial security instruments. This position will also allow the
Project Managers to spend more focused time on their primary areas of
responsiblity; permitting and enforcement. .

6.0 404 PROGRAM BUILDING

A five-year year phased approach is recommended so that DEC can incrementally, -
on a year to year basis, accurately measure the effort required to obtain 404
Program approval from EPA pursuant to 40 CFR Part 233—404 State Program -

Regulations. -

6.1 Strategy -

The purpose of building the 404 Program from the ground up for a five year period
is to allow each year to provide a foundation for the next year and inform future -
staffing decisions. See Table 10 on the following page for the recommended Alaska
phasing schedule based on the Michigan model discussed in Section 6.2. -

Two options are presented: Option 1 is for a full-scale 404 Program; and Option 2 is ~
for a more limited scale state wetland program.

Option1 -

The state would build its program continuously for five years and achieve the final ~
staffing size of 32 FTE at the end of Year 4, and assume the 404 program by Year
5. Option 1 is based on the Michigan model where it spent three years working in -
partnership with EPA and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service before it submitted its -
404-assumption application. With the ground rules clearly established, the -
application was approved in less than ten months.

Option2. -

The state builds the program in the Year 1 and Year 2, and then pauses, slows -
down or stops building the program and operates a state wetland program with -
more limited capacity and no 404-program authority. -

If the state chooses Option 2, It could still continue to slowly build its program to .
increase program capacity. It could complete tools like wetland and stream
functional assessments and prepare program standards for jurisdictional
gelineations, compensatory mitigation plans and for complete permit applications.
Option 2 would be a way to build a viable state wetland program with the capacity
to influence federal wetland policy in the State of Alaska without actually assuming
the 404 program. :

SEEmn
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- Table 10. Alaska 404 Program Five Year Phasing Schedule
_ ear PROGRAM TASKS
- = Develop gap analysis thal calls out technical, egal and procedural deficiencies In exsTng tate

expertise, statue, rules and polices for operatingasate 404 assumption program and submit- 0 EPA for review.B «Developapian toaddressanynoted deficiencies.
Lay thefoundationfor developing technical ols, suchas wetland and stream functional- assessments and unction-based accounting systems for measuring resource gains an losses._ 1 «Develop an SPGPor SPGPs for issuance and implementation n Year2.

= Begin scopingout acomprehensive mitigation strategyorastate wetfand program.
- = Goalo mitigation capacity development is to co-chair the ITwith theAlska District and give:- the state an equal sayin mitigation policy.

«Develop a wetland planning program to reach out to Alaska cies and boroughs- » Begin work on the AlaaState Wetland Inventory.
= Address any deficiencies dentiied In EPA reviow Tor operating a tate 404 program.~ + Submitcomplete raft 404 application to EPA for review and comment.

- = Administeran SPGPor PGP.
«Developa compliance and enforcement program and standardsfor jurisdictional delineations

- and determinations.
. + Prepare technical tools orcontractoutthe tos! development work.

+ Developa regulatory program data base.
- + Buid a compliance and enforcement program.
y «Begin suing authorizationsundersategeneral and individual permits, reviewing

Jurisdictional delineatons and conducting both on-site and offsite jurisdictional
- determinations.

= Stateweilandprogramis operational
- «Test state wetland programcapacityto assume 404-program and correctany deficiencies.
- «Revise andrefinecostestimateand FTE required to assume the rogram.«Formally submit the state's 404assumption application.
- «Complete work onreguiatory tools o develop the toos atleast tothe level of beta testing.

EPA approves the state application, begin phasing in suingSate404permis. Tne MOA- between the Stateof Alaska and Alaska Ostict can providefor transferof the workload
_ = If EPA denies the sateapplicationorfindsItto be incomplete, address noted deficiencies and

resubmit the application.
~ = by nowEPA Has transferred author to the Stateof Alaska, the 404 program is fully

implemented
- 5 «All staf should be on board or inthe final stages of the recruitment process.B + Ifapplicaion not approved, address defcencies and resubmit
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Under either Option 1 or Optian 2, a certain care group of technical staff is needed
to operate any wetland regulatory program. This includes: -

1) Mitigation Specialists -
2) Wetland Planners -
3) GIs Specialists -
4) Permitting & Enforcement Project Managers -
5) Jurisdictional Specialists -

A small state wetland program requires a smaller proportion of generalists -
(permitting and enforcement project managers) and a larger proportion of
Specialists. Recommended program building in Years 1 and 2 i structured to -
provide this proportion. Continued program building in Years 3 and 4 is structured
to provide robust capacity to perform large volumes of high-quality work. -
An emphasis on mitigation is recommended In Year 1 because it s a complex, time -
consuming process to set up mitigation programs. Other state programs in EPA
Region 10 are setting high standards not just in terms of assessing mitigation -
requirements, but in approach. DEC could fulfil the same leadership role in Alaska. -
For example, in the case of both Washington and Oregon, state agencies have -
taken the lead in developing new methods and advancing the science. The Seattle
and Portland Districts are cooperating with state agencies and EPA on a coordinated -
approach to Implementing the 2008 Federal Mitigation Rule. Specifically, the -
Washington State Department of Ecology and the Oregon Department of State -
Lands and EPA are developing, refining and/or using function-based wetland
assessment systems for mitigation (the Washington State Wetland Function -
Assessment Method (WFAM) and the Oregon Rapid Wetland Assessment Protocol -
(ORWAP). Oregon and Washington stil use wetland mitigation ratios to calculate
the acreage of wetland mitigation that is required, but Oregon is moving towards a
function-based accounting system based on ORWAP functional assessment scores. -
62 Learning from Other Programs
To date, Michigan and New Jersey are stil the only states that have assumed the -
404 Program. Each was faced with establishing program credibility with -
stakeholders, but they dealt with those challenges In very different ways. It took
New Jersey four years from the time it submitted is first application to EPA to
obtain program approval because it was creating its program and working out the
details during the application process (see Table 11 on the following page).
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- Table 11. New Jersey 404 Assumption Process

- |o ]907 tdsrion ct ee.
~ Submitted | State submited st 404 assumption pplication package to 7A. eves deniedon

1989 | procedural grounds
- SIS SUbTITed comments o EFA oppadng To aieoplcationont groundsi- Februar 1993 | efiences nthe tates program made es stringent that te federa 404 program.
~ “TheNew Jersey Department of Environmental Protection (NIDEP signed MOAS with the

Mere 1999 | USace and EPA and the sate resctmitapplicationtoEPA.
- ‘After three excesionsof the EPA review period, NIDEP, USPWS and EPA Signed separate
- December 1993 | 'MOAs resolving issues related to federal endangered species protectionand the USFWS's

role in reviewing sate issued Section 404 permis
Approved crt asmmalom; opearaaes | EPR spProved thestate's d0s-assumr

- 3/2/1994 | Effective date of New Jersey's 404 rogram.

- It took Michigan less than ten months to obtain program approval from EPA
_ because it spent the three preceding years developing and testing its program with

its federal partners (EPA and USFWS) (See Table 12). Itis recommended that
- Alaska follow the Michigan model for the 404 assumption application process.
- Alaska should develop and test its program before formally submitting its 404
- assumption application to EPA. Ths is the fastest and most certain way to obtain

EPA program approval.
B Table 12. Michigan 404 Assumption Process.
- 1a79 |Goemaere-Anderson Wetland Protection Act passe. One ofthe primary objectives of the law~ Was 0 provide adcauate sate actharity forMichiganto assumethe rogram.
= “The state, with the assistance of the U.S. Fish and Widife Service and EPA, developed state
= Jogo.2 | FUMPoN documents. Thestateand theUSACEthen conducted a demansraton fessiilty

program. Th resus of th demonstration rogram showed hat the state hadtheability to- carryout the federe! program.
- Submited- L07a6/ss | The Governorof Michigan formally requested assumptionof Section 404

- 12/9/83 | EPA MemorandumofAgreement (MOA) signed
- EPR informed the sat, by eter, thats sumption application was notcomplete because he_ 123/88_| won had no been signed.

73/5] USAGE MOR signe.
Roproved |oo "_ arpa. | EPA formaly approvedMichigans assumption ofthe Section404Program.
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6.3 Program Building Years 1 through 5

A detailed plan has been developed to appropriately staff the program based on the 0
recommendations provided in Section 6.1. The staffing plan is summarized in §
Tables 13 and 14. The details for each year are contained in subsections 6.4 -
through 6.8. n

Table 13. Program Managers and Technical Staff ~

EEA SW SSNE M
[Teee ~
[= [+1 TT res ~
[T= TTT=rs 0
[ferrllee}

CZERC ECE ECCA
Table 14. Program Administrative Staff -

lee esheetsemer erm Ee ~
(= + 157:| -

A] -1
(ce —rT ~

Col 1 +] :
6.3.1 Year1 -

The following tasks will be necessary to establish the program's foundation during
Year 1.

+ Develop and revise Wetland Program Plan to document incremental program
goals and submit draft to EPA for review and approval. -

+ Develop 2008 Mitigation Rule-Compliant Conceptual ApproachforMitigation.
o Permittee responsible mitigation program
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- © Mitigation Bank program
- © ILF credit purchase program

© Research wetland and stream functional assessment tools
- © Research credit quantification methods (either function-based- assessments or ratios or both)
C © Research eligibility and site selection criteria

+ Develop 404 assumption programmatic gap analysis.
- © Matrix comparing Alaska’s water programs to EPA 404 assumption
~ regulations
- © Matrix comparing Alaska’s existing and proposed statutes and rules- draft program regulations to 404(b)(1) guidelines
- + Develop SPGP to include predicted non-assumable workload. This should

include a phasing plan for categories of NWPs based on the expected number
- 2nd complexity.
- «Begin developing 404 assumption program application.
- «Participate in EPA-sponsored dialogue on assumable waters.
_ + Develop an outreach and wetland planning program.

+ Begin developing the Alaska State Wetland Inventory.
«Begin developing standards for jurisdictional determinations and delineations.

- During Year 1, the Alaska 404 Program will establish a solid technical foundation for
- future growth. The total FTE at the end of Year 1 is 11. A mixture of skill sets will
| be needed to move forward. The following new hires are recommended:
_ * (1) SeniorProgram Manager ~ EPM III (at this writing this position is filled)
- (1) Senior Policy Analyst- EPM I
. « (1) Mitigation Specialist - EPS IV
- « (1) Jurisdictional Specialist ~ EPS IV
- « (1) GIS Spedialist- EPS III
- « (1) Wetland Planner - EPS III
- * (2) Senior Project Managers - EPS III
- (2) Project Managers - EPS IT
. * (1) Administrative Assistant IT

- SeniorProgramManager(EPM111)

~ The Senior Program Manager has overall responsibility for operation of the state
404-program. This person would report either to the Deputy Director or the

= Director of the Division of Water. The Senior Program Manager “owns” the
- program, i.e. this position articulates the agency's vision, is responsible for
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developing and implementing the strategic plan, and as the program leader, makes
program-wide policy decisions. The other four program managers are direct -
reports to this position.

‘SeniorPolicy Analyst(EPMI) -

The Senior Policy Analyst is a non-supervisory management position. This position ~
is a program advisor and policy coordinator. In the early stages of program
development the position would assist the Senior Program Manager as the lead -
worker helping to manage workflow, track productivity and make recommendations -
for revisions to the project schedule. This position can also undertake assignments ~
of the greatest complexity and help to mentor less experienced staff. This position
would coordinate policy statewide by working with other state natural resource -
agencies, the Governor's Office, the State Legislature, ities and boroughs, federal -
partners and other key stakeholders in the state's 404 program. This position -
would also work closely with the wetland planner to look for opportunities to ~
develop advance wetland plans as part of regional economic solutions to streamline
permitting. These advance planning efforts help to create what are called “shovel ~
ready” sites for commercial, industrial and residential development that are -
consistent with local plans and state policy.

Mitigation Specialist (EPS IV =

The role of the Mitigation Specialist in Year 1 is to develop a conceptual mitigation -
approach to developing that Is compliant with the 2008 Mitigation Rule. The
Mitigation Specialist would participate in all the IRT meetings, conduct site visits i
with other agency staff, evaluate all materials submitted to the IRT and produce -
Alaska 404 Program mitigation strategies for IRT review. The specialist would -
scope out functional assessment methods and explore ratio-based and function- .
based mitigation accounting systems. The specialist would need to study the types
of mitigation that would be most frequently required, the watersheds where it -
would be in the greatest demand and how to best deliver appropriate mitigation in N
the regulatory process. As one of the discipline experts the Mitigation Specialist ~
would be expected to attend national conferences and be a recognized expert in
their field. -

Jurisdictional Specialist (EPS IV) -

The Jurisdictional Specialist would begin by developing a process for determining
jurisdictional areas. One of the first task would be to work with the GIS specialist -
on the Alaska State Wetland Inventory (ASWI). The ASWI would consist of two -
different types of inventories; the National Wetland Inventory and any locally- _
developed wetland inventories. Wetland inventories are not usedfor establishing
Jurisdiction; they are used to inform the planning and development process at a G
Statewide scale. Wetland delineations are project scale, site-specific boundary -
Geemberstaon_ Fmesm
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- determinations of waters of the state. Wetland delineation report standards should- be developed in Year 1 and Year 2. Without standards, the staff would have no~ basis for rejecting poorly written and incomplete documents. To develop these- standards, the Jurisdictional Specialist will need to reach out to the consulting
community and to other agencies with wetland specialists on staff, such as the- Department of Transportation. As one of the discipline experts the Jurisdictional= Specialist would be expected to attend national conferences and be a recognized~ expert in their field.

© GISSpecialist(EPSIII)

- The GIS Specialist would be on point to start developing the ASWI and would
- provide geospatial analysis support to the entire 404 Program team. For example,

the GIS Specialist could assist other team members conducting special studies or
: developing new programs. The GIS specialist can also perform work such as
- mapping mitigation sites or building custom GIS map layers for particular uses.

“This will greatly assist the Project Managers who then can spend more focused time
on their areas of primary responsibility; permitting and enforcement.

~ Wetland Planner(EPS 111)

_ The role of the Wetland Planner is to reach out to cities and boroughs to assist in
developing local wetland plans and sensitive area ordinances. Local governmentsE may also wish to develop local wetland inventories to help inform local decision-- making about sites that may be constrained by wetlands. The Wetland Planner can

~ also help to develop new, innovative programs for advanced wetland planning to
foster regional economic development goals. The Wetland Planner Is not an urban

- or regional planner, rather a fully qualified, technically proficient wetland scientist
- who is competent to perform jurisdictional delineations and functional assessments,- and review mitigation plans.

- Senior Project Managers and Project Managers (EPS 11] and EPS 11)
- The Project Managers are the generalists In the program. Applications will be_ submitted for a wide variety of projects all over the state and the project managers

will need to address a wide range of issues. The Senior Project Managers must
= understand Alaska's wetland program and have a solid working understanding of- other relevant state and federal environmental programs and how they influence_ the application process. Iti to the benefit of the program to hire people for these

positions with diverse natural resource backgrounds, in all stages of thelr careers.
- This strengthens the program by adding depth in multiple disciplines. The project- manager is versatile; they can be assigned a variety of program tasks and moved
- around within the program to even out work flow during slow times and busy times.
- The lower level EPS IT Project Manager would be less experienced or entry-level
EE~ ost Analysis for Operating a State-Asumed 404 Program- Alaska Deparment of Environments Conservation



professionals just starting thelr careers. They could be people who just completed
their graduate or undergraduate degrees or people who are changing career paths. -
The program will draw from a pool of EPS II-level project managers to train and .
promote into higher level positions. This Is the best way to assure a mobile and
talented pool of candidates for positions that can be filled internally, or as part of an -
open competitive process. -

‘Administrative AssistantII
The Administrative Assistant is a crucial and highly valued support member of the -
regulatory team. The Administrative Assistant understands document and process e
flow, and advises the program staff when the clock starts and stops in the -
application process and how long the public review process needs to run, etc. The
‘Administrative Assistant is also an expert in how to query the permit database and -
run special reports on work flow. The Administrative Assistant is one of the most -
frequently consulted members of the team. Support staff should be hired and -
trained by Year 3 so that they will be prepared for increased workload demands in
Years 4 and 5. -
63.2 vear2 -
Specific tasks to be performed during Year 2 include the following: -

+ Begin operating a state jurisdictional determination program and conduct: -
On-site determinations J

o Off-site determinations -
o Jurisdictional delineations -
o Jurisdictional delineation report reviews

+ Collaborate with EPA on 404 Program authority gap analysis and identify and -
correct deficiencies.

+ Submit complete draft of 404 Assumption Application to EPA for review. -
«Develop plan for compliance and enforcement program. J
«Administer SPGP or SPGPs, -
+ Develop interim permit database to keep records of authorizations issued -

under an SPGP and to track state permits, enforcement actions, mitigation
and mitigation monitoring. -

+ Begin issuing state wetland authorizations. -
+ Test and evaluate technical tools to support the mitigation programs listed in

the Year 1 tasks.
During Year 2, the 404 Program elements would be developed based on the Year 1
gap analysis. As a result, the following new hires are recommended: -

+ (1) Policy Unit Manager - EPM IT
+ (1) Mitigation Specialist - EPS IV

TEE hwCot Anais or Operating a State Assumed 404 rogramKika DeparmentofEnvrormensal Conservaton



- * (2) Jurisdictional Coordinators - EPS III
= « (2) Senior Project Managers - EPS IIT
- + (2) Project Managers - EPS II

«+ (1) Paralegal 11
« (1) Administrative Assistant IT

Under Option 2, if the program growth were stopped at this point, the program
- would contain 21 FTE and could still influence wetland regulatory policy in the state.- Policy Unit Manager (EPM IT)

. During Year 2, the non-supervisory staff size will have grown to 18. Adding one
more manager is appropriate to keep the staff/manager ratio in balance. The

- person hired should have both management skills and experience and a technical
- specialty. Of the four recommend unit managers, the Policy Manager should be
_ hired first because of the specialized staff that will be on board by the end of Year

2.

- Mitigation Specialist (EPS 1v)

- One additional MitigationSpecialistwill be needed in Year2 so that the two
= specialists can develop sub-specialties, for example, mitigation banking and in-lieu- fee programs. These programs will require an application process, debit/credit
- tracking system, program review standards and monitoring programs. One

Mitigation Specialist will also need to be an expert in function-based vs. ratio-based
credit/debiting systems. Each would be expected to attend national conferences

- and become an established expert in their field. The result is that Alaska’s wetland
3 program will increase its influence in the hyper-technical, rapidly evolving area of
~ wetland mitigation and monitoring.

> Project Manager (EPS [1 and EPS IT)

- Four new project managers are recommended for Year 2 because the workioad is
going to Increase, and the project managers can learn the program from the ground
up.

- Paralegal 11

- The Paralegal will primarily support the permitting, mitigation and enforcement
- programs. Legal documents are needed that can be completed on standard

templates. Applicants will submit various financial and legal documents that will
_ allow Alaska to accept easements and claim compensation in the case of mitigation

failure. Other documents will establish responsible parties in permitted actions and
= in various types of mitigation scenarios. The Paralegal can also prepare help
- prepare orders and consent agreements to resolve enforcement cases. The
- Teme mmm- Cost Analysis for Operating » State Assumed 404 ProgramAlaska Department of Environmental Conservation



Paralegal will perform work that would otherwise fall on the project managers.

6.3.3 vear 3 -

Specific tasks to be performed during Year 3 include the following:
«Formally submit the state's 404 assumption application. ~
«Revise and refine cost estimate for operating 404 Program.
+ Commence compliance and enforcement program -
+ Operationally test all aspects of the regulatory program, Including, permitting

jurisdictional determinations, enforcement, mitigation and mitigation -
monitoring, and if appropriate, federal Endangered Species Act compliance -
and Tribal consultation.

+ Complete the regulatory tools that were under development in Years 1 and 2.

By the end of Year 3 the Alaska wetland program should be up and running and -
issuing state wetland permits in addition to administering an SPGP or SPGPs. As a -
result, the program will need to significantly increase its capacity to perform a wide ~
variety of work. At Year 3, there are 27 FTE.

The following new hires are recommended:
+ (1) Regional Permitting and Enforcement Manager - EPM II -
+ (2) Jurisdictional Coordinators ~ EPS IIT -
+ (2) Senior Project Managers - EPS III -
+ (1) Administrative Assistant IT -

Regional Permitting and Enforcement Manager (EPM IT) -

An additional manager is needed In Year 3; two more will be needed in Year 4. The -
Senior Program Manager will need to be strategic about hiring these managers as -
between the four, they will need to have expert-level proficiency in one or more of -
the following areas: mitigation; jurisdictional determinations; compliance and -
enforcement; operations management, data collection and reporting; permitting; ~
rulemaking, policy development and legislative analysis.

‘SeniorProjectManagers -

By Year3 there should be enough Senior Project Managers on board to handle the -
most complex regulatory workload. -

Administrative AssistantII

One more Administrative Assistant is added in Year 3 to support the growing
number of technical staff.
Em ww
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- 6.3.4 Year 4

- Specific tasks to be performed during Year 4 include the following:
- «If EPA approves the state application, begin phasing in issuing State 404

permits. The MOA between the State of Alaska and Alaska District can- provide for a phased transfer of the workload.
- + If EPA denies the state application or finds it to be incomplete, address noted. deficiencies and resubmit the application.
_ + Beta version of permit data base is deployed, capable of tracking permit flow

times by type of permit by staff person or by regional team and other metrics- to assess program performance.
- «Optional: DEC 404, 402 and 401 staff can form into regional teams and begin
- cross training to gain program efficiencies (sce Appendix O, Comparison of

404 to 402 programs).

- By Year 4, the Senior Program Manager should be able to characterize the final
- program staffing level and structure that will be needed to run the program into the
~ foreseeable future. This will mean that by now the State of Alaska has committed

to the assumption path and the following new hires are recommended to complete
~ the program staffing:
- * (2) Regional Permitting and Enforcement Unit Managers - EPM II
- (3) Senior Project Managers ~ EPS III
- The State of Alaska 404 Program is now fully staffed at 32 FTE.
_ 6.3.5 years

- Specific tasks to be performed in Year 5 include:
- «IF by now EPA has transferred authority to the State of Alaska, the 404
- program Is fully implemented.
- «All staff should be on board or in the final stages of the recruitment process.

«If the 404 assumption application is not approved, address deficiencies and~ resubmit.
- + Permit data base should be fully up and running
- «Wetland Program Plan revised
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7.0 PROGRAM COST PROJECTIONS AND FUNDING

Alaska SB 27, which was signed into law in 2013, initially provided level funding for
developing a 404 Assumption Application and some program capacity building for
six years (FY14 to FY19). The total allocation for each year in round numbers
ranged from $1.4 million to $1.8 million. Allocations were made for personal =
services, travel, contractual services, supplies and commodities. This funding was -
never intended to actually operate a 404 Program but rather it was intended to -
evaluate program feasibility and to reach a decision point on whether to move
forward, and if 50, how to move forward. -

SB 27 anticipated this decision point would occur in FY 2016, but the program ~
experienced a setback when funding was cut in 2014. If funding is restored, the
decision point will shift to FY 2017. This cost study is Intended to help support that -
decision-making process, and to provide Alaska with realistic estimates of full -
program operation costs. The phasing structure recommended is designed to give -
the State of Alaska more complete and accurate information to make its decision, -
by funding a gradual phase in of actual regulatory program operations (i.e., issuing
permits, conducting jurisdictional determinations and determining the proper type -
and amount of compensatory mitigation to require). .

7.1 Metadata for DEC Staffing Analysis -

A calculation template was created for a state-assumed 404 Program to estimate -
costs for Years 1 to 5 (see Appendix P). The Program Cost Spreadsheets for Years
1 through 4 provided in Appendix Q, document how the metadata was used to =
create the calculation template in Appendix P. Appendix P can also be used to track -
Individual salary ranges per year by employee classification. The following list sets -
forth the basis for those calculations. Costs for travel, commodities, legal services,
RSA, and staff training were provided by DEC.’

«Base Scale - Anchorage base was used for all pay scales -
+ Supervisory Pay Scales (effective 07/01/2014) -

© APEA Supervisory (SS)
o Schedule 2 - Class 2/3 Overtime Ineligible -
o Schedule 200 N
© StepB

+ Non-Supervisory Pay Scales (effective 07/01/2014) -
o ASEA General Government (GP)
o Personal Leave
o Schedule 2 - Class 2/3
o Schedule 200
o StepB

«Salaries listed in pay scales are twice per month

Ben Wit, DEC, personal communication December 22, 2014.
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- + 24 pay periods/year- + Personal Services = salary + benefits (50 percent of salary)
- « Travel = $4,500/person/year for technical staff

«Commodities = Year 1 ($7,500), Year 2 ($6,500), Year 3 ($5,500), Year 4
- ($4,000) and Year 5 ($4,000) per person per year for all classifications

+ Department of Law lump sum per year = $150,000. «Contractors lump sum per year = $150,000
«Department of Natural Resources, Reimbursable Services Agreement lump5 sum per year = $100,000

- «Employee training for technical staff = $4,500/person/year- «Allocated cost = 6 percent of personal services
- 7.2 DEC 404 Program Cost Projections

© ‘The estimated State of Alaska 404 Program costs for years 1 through 5 are
provided below in Table 15. See Appendix P and Appendix Q for further details.

- Table 15. Estimated Total Program Costs Years 1-5

© [rn sem [sen|sn| |© rerTeTe]
- 7.3 Funding

- Alaska District workload trends in terms of total permits by year, NWP by year, GP
- by year and SP by year are all decreasing (see Appendix R, Trends Analysis
. Results).

g “This significantly lowers Alaska's risk in taking on a program as complicated,
sophisticated and expensive as a state wetland program. Increasing workload

g trends would present a moving target and make it more difficult to predict program
- needs. A well-managed, high-performing DEC 404 program should be capable of
_ handling 75 percent of the Alaska District's 404 workload, as well as administer an

SPGP, increase overall levels of program performance, improve customer service
- and add wetland programs not offered by the Alaska District, at a lower cost. If
- and when workload trends starting increasing, the Senior Program Manager will
" need to prioritize the workload. Oregon's experience is that in times of peak
_ workload, priority is given to meeting permit processing deadlines at the expense of

enforcement.

- Since there is no dedicated federal funding for states that want to assume the 404

- Ten pm- Cost Analysis for Operating aState Assumed 404 Program- Alaska Department of Envionmental Conservation



Program, Alaska and any other state desiring to assume the 404 Program need to
find other ways to finance the program. Gradually phasing in the program will -
allow Alaska the time to develop a funding strategy, incrementally. Once DEC can ~
start charging permit fees (predicted in Year 3), the program will start recouping
some of the upfront investment. -

There is no dedicated source of federal funding for Section 402 (NPDES) programs ~
either, but these programs are typically funded in part by Section 106 funds (as is
the case in the APDES program). Section 106 funds can be used to support 404 -
Programs, but these funds are already committed to other essential programs. -
Michigan, New Jersey and Oregon all use permit application fees to fund their -
programs to various degrees. New Jersey's program Is mostly permit fee
supported, Michigan's program is partially supported by permit fees but is funded -
primarily by the state general fund, and Oregon's program Is partially supported by -
fees and federal grants, with revenues from the Common School Fund providing the
largest share of program support. -

Temenos -
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- APPENDIX A
N Oregon Removal-Fill Permit Numbers FY 2005 to FY 2012
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APPENDIX B

- Alaska District's Regulatory Division Organization Chart
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_ APPENDIX C
ORM-2 Metadata





= OMBIL Regulatory Module ver. 2 Metadata for the Detailed FOTA Report
The following information describes the columns

- @ District
> POM - Pacific Ocean Division, Alaska District. The original data- had projects from other Districts, but this information was removed- since the projects occur in other states.

~ @ DA Wamber
- > Unique identifier for a given project or projects on a given

parcel. Modifications or additions to a specific project can be- made over time and retain the same DA Number.
© @ Action -
- > Values
= * Action - The permitted activity. The highest level in the

database. The following a
- © Impact - The regulated activities impacts
> « mitigation - The mitigation for the regulated activities

impacts

- @ Action Type -
> Values

~ = L0P - Letter of Permissicn
- + NWP - Nationwide Permits

* BGP - Programmatic General Permit
= * BGP - Regional General Permit
- * SP - Standard Permit

- @ PON - Permit Name

# Permit Authority - Permit regulatory authority- > values
- * Section 9 - Section 9 of the Rivers and Harbors Act

* Section 10 - Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act
= * Section 404 - Section 404 of the Clean Water Act
- * Section 103 - Section 103 of the Marine Protection Research and

Sanctuaries Act
- # Compensatory Mitigation Rqd --Was compensatory mitigation required

om)

"- © Mitigation Permittee Rep - Was compensatory mitigation permittee
responsible (Y/N)

- # Worktype - Standardized description of the work that was permitted
- © Project Name - USACE assigned name of the project
. # Begin Date - Date of federally complete application
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4 End Date - Date completed ~

# Closure Method - The method by which Action was closed a

© County - The borough where the project occurred. 2

# State - The state where the project occurs ~~

# HUC - 8-digit hydrologic unit code ~

% Hucl0 - 10-digit hydrologic unit code

# Huc12 - 12-digit hydrologic unit code A

4% Proj Latitude - latitude of the project or the centroid of the project ~

% Proj Longitude - Longitude of the projects centroid of the project

4 Inpact Duration - Are the project temporary or permanent in nature -

@ Inpact Type - ~
> values ~

+ Discharge of £ill material - Material discharged into waters of
the US ~

+ Ecological restoration - Restoring waters of the US =
» Historical undetermined - Data from the historical database.

Inpact was not categorized -
+ Structure (non-fill) - -
* dork (non-£ill, Sect. 10) -

# Waterway - The name of the waterway, or closest water way

© Cowardin Name - Cowardin classification of the impact waters ~

© Waters Latitude - Latitude of the impacted waters or centroid of the
impacted waters. This will frequently be the same as the project -

latitude. -

4 Waters Longitude - Longitude of the impacted waters or centroid of the ~
impacted waters. This will frequently be the same as the project _
longitude.

© Ruth Linear Ft - Linear feet of impacts to waters of the US authorized _

© Auth Fill Acres - Acres of impacts to waters of the US authorized -

© Ruth Remvl Acres - Acres of removal of waters of the US authorized 3

© Auth Struc Linear Ft - Linear foot of authorized structure Rh

© Ruth Struc Acres - Acres of authorized structure ~

mec ~
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= % Auth Drg Fill Acres - Acres of discharge of dredged material into- waters of the US
- ® Auth Drg Remvl Acres - Acres of dredging from waters of the US

% Ruth Drg Remvl Vol Cuft - Cubic feet of material dredged from waters
- of the Us

# Mitigation Type - Type of mitigation required to offset losses of
- waters.
- > In-Lisu Fee (ILF)

> mitigation Bank
- > Permittee Responsible (on-site)
- > permittee Responsible (off-site)
- # Permittee Responsible Type - Type of mitigation the permittee is
2 responsible for

> Bank/ILE
- > Enhancement
” > Establishment

> preservation
= > Re-establishnent
: > Rehabilitation
= @ Mit Req Acres - Acres of mitigation required

© Mit Req Lines: Ft - Linear feet of mitigation required
- @ Credits Required - Mitigation bank or ILF credits required
- # Mit Bank or ILF Program Name - Name of mitigation bank or ILF provider

% Project Description - Description of the authorized project
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- APPENDIX D

Cowardin Wetland Classification System
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- APPENDIX E

_ Alaska District Information Request Table
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= APPENDIX F
- Oregon Wetland Program Delineations and Determinations





- Oregon Wetland Program Delineation and Determinations 2005 to 2012
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- APPENDIX G
- Oregon Removal-Fill Violations
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- APPENDIX H

- Civil Penalties Collected for Removal-Fill Violations





- Civil Penalties Collected for Removal-Fill Violations
5 2005 through 2012
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2 APPENDIX 1

~ ECOS, ACWA, ASWM and EPA Correspondence





om
Y 5 MAG UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
- NZ 3 WASHINGTON, D.G. 20460
- Sraemer -
- NOV 13 2014

- Ms. Jeanne Christie
“ Executive Director
" AssociationofState Wetland Managers
v 32 Tandberg Trail, Suite 2A

Windham, Maine 04062

- Dear Ms. Christie:

- 1am pleased to update you regarding the Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) efforts to provide.
- clarification on assumable waters under Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404(g). In Nancy Stoners
e June 13, 2014, response to your letter requesting such clarification, Ms. Stoner indicated she had asked

her staff to icentify a path forward that would engage your organization, as well as other appropriate
- state, federal and tribal partners and technical experts ina process that seeks to provide this improved
- clarity.

- As my staf recently discussed with you, the EPA plans o establish a subcommittee under the National
- Advisory Council for Environmental Policy and Technology (NACEPT). This council. subject 10 the
- Federal Advisory Committee Act, provides independent advice to the EPA administrator on a broad
- rangeofenvironmental policy, technology and management issues. The charge to this subcommittee

would be to make recommendations to the EPA on clarifying the waters for which a sate or ribe may
- assume permitting responsibility under CWA Section 404(z) and the waters for which the Corps of
- Engineers retains permitting responsibility. These recommendations will then be considered for
“ incorporation into an updateof the CWA Section 404(¢) regulations. We will be seeking nominations

for membersof the NACEPT subcommittee, and | encourage you to nominate a member of your
4 organization as well as identify other technical experts that you believe should be involved in this effort

" “The EPA is committed to providing clarity and removing barriers to state assumptionof CWA Section
404(g) permitting authority. | believe a NACEPT subcommittee will fostera robust discussion amongst

- technical experts and interested partis on various approsches to clarifying assumable waters under

c Seren retiwos0TEESE ecceaeens:



CWA Section 404(g). 1 look forward to ASWM's participation in ths effort. Feel free to contact me if -
You have any questions on this issue, or your saff may contact Mr. John Goodin, Acting Directorof the ~EPA's Wetlands Division at Goodin.John@cpa.gov or (202) $66-1373 for further information. -

Sincerely, f

Katf Kepreee »
Kenneth J. Kopocis
Deputy Assistant Administrator -

ce: Ms. Alexandra Dapolito Dunn -
Exceutive Director
“The Environmental Council ofStates ~
Ms. Julia Anastasio
Excautive Director and General Counsel
‘AssociationofClean Water Administrators ~



- ny oe wer
- reer sx )2

Lo £2)
ECOs bE

- hor 30, 201

. ActingAssistAdministratoror Water} Us. Envronmental Protection Agency
Wir efferon Clnton uting

- 1200 Pemnsyhana Avenue, NW (4101)y WashingtonOC 20160
- NBs

- Dear Acting Assistant Administrator Stoner:

- Re: Assumable Waters under CleanWaterActSection404.

} Inthe ule proposedby the U.S. Environmental rtecton Agency (E93) and the U'. Army Corpsof
Enginors Carpe egading to scope of thedfn of “water of he Uniad Sees savant

- 1h preamble xlin that he rl does ot aft te scope of waters subject 0 sate assumption in
~ accordance with §404(g). 79 Fed. Reg. 22,188, p. 22,200 (April 21, 2014). The undersignedorganizations appreciate ha sch langue wes nluded the popesed rl desing his rial

spect of ate $404 program assumption
} We agree withthe preamble statement n there that ellafcationof waters tht ar ube to

assumptionbystates or tribes or retention by the Corps could be made through aseparate process
- Under secon 4083" (1) Wefecommend htsteps 1 futher lary he scope of ssumale andv nondssumablewaters be inatedna timely manner. We reconcernedhat sates currentlyConsdeing assumption are havingGf aking ogres becauss of th current uncertain.
“ ‘We would appreciate the opportunity to actively engage in a discussion with EPAto address this issue.

Our organizations recogni hat any eps toward carfiaton must be undertaken toughtll in
- accordance with th provkions of 604), and without arn the exsing sate 404 programs in. Michigan nd New esr.
- Clear identification of assumable and non-assumable waters has been made more difficult by legal
- rT ET
- orrnrEi rai

Garcaton of mamable tars wil ate fochtors mate impton heres deed viding
- benefits to the public, the resource, and the state and federal agencies.

Under §404of the Clean Water Act - all waters regulated by the Corps or by a statejtribal program - are
- ‘deemed “waters of the United States.” We believe that “other waters,” as well as some portion of both
- “raviable waters” and adacent wetlands may be administered by a ste or ib n accordance wit
’ 404 Welook forwardto decusions with EVA xplorsthsvery Important ares of pul oly.



be needed to address both the immediate concerns of states pursuing assumption and the needs of =

‘Our organizations are committed to supporting state efforts to assume the Section 404 program by 3B

‘was on April 2, 2014 reaffirmed, with the addition of the following language: “[NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT

ASWM at 207-892-3399 or jcanne.christie@aswm.org, to discuss this request. Thank you again for your ~

Alyprstis0 Spr Gu: £10 GmChih
ECOS ACWA ASWM ™

Ginger Kopkash, NJ ")



= APPENDIX J

_ DEC Draft Assumable Waters Matrix
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i APPENDIX K
- Permit by Year Tables
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= APPENDIX L

- Assumable Permit Matrices 2005-2013
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- ‘OPTION 3 PERMIT WORKLOAD MATRICES
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i APPENDIX M
- Workload by Location
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- APPENDIX N

- Alaska Borough Map 1990
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B APPENDIX O

- Comparison of 404 to 402 Programs
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© Many state and tribes are familiar with the regulation of discharges through the National Pollution: Onceatorem WORPeg) vs401 ofCetrareieseweeo 8 te deSans

- i =]
- Regulates the ongoing dischargeofpollutants to | Regulates placementof dredge or fill material inrenmiso i |winses scams rns- Sverre cinerea: otaores er ed
_ Permit limits may be modified in future based on | Changes are typically permanent.enna
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resaana ventas.
- Compliance relies heavily on monitoring and | Violations maybe reported by observations of: Feinov po vn erostasson moreseran et oe cape

SOT OT bere |FTPTTayo hed vee te oro mar ve owe eA ne
- request approval to administer only some of the. assume administration of all componentsof the- — Devensenn poten
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- rorFroy Teedoeerrg, WE
- funded in part by federal §106 funds. §106 funds couldbe used, these funds are typically

: natoesansEE- et ecto5ronAe pon 203

_ The phrase in alc is an interpretation provided by EPA Region 10.
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= APPENDIX P

- 404 Program Calculation Template





Calculation Template for State-Assumed 40 Program-December 2014
= Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation
- [ote Updates: GR7oarEs T Years | Vears [ Vers|veard| ears|
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Cr rrTT
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= [Contractors [soot"soo Tiso0|” seo] 1sa0]~ ey [woo]sooo imo] woo] smo]sing (34500ech 5] [olwo iss] eo] mao]
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- APPENDIX Q

- 404 Program Cost Spreadsheets
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APPENDIX R

Trends Analysis Results
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